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Report of the Grounds and Facilities Officer 
 

RE: QPC owned waste/recycling bins   
 
Purpose of the report 
 
To update council on the current status of litter bins on QPC owned land  
 
Background 
 
As part of the interim strategic plan, which was suggested but not formally adopted in March 
2021, it was suggested that the waste bins requirements on Quorn Parish Council owned 
land was evaluated. During the first full lockdown, more people went out for walks, more 
people used the green spaces and parks around the village. In particular, Stafford Orchard 
Park was busier than usual, and the route between Barrow upon soar and Quorn over the 
bridge to Fenny Copse was busy. The contractors who empty the bins received reports 
regarding higher levels of rubbish in areas which, before the lockdown, were unproblematic.   
After speaking to grounds staff and the contractors who empty the bins, it seems there is no 
need for additional bins to be purchased. There are no ‘hot spots’, and nothing been flagged 
up as problematic to the contractors with the exception of the period of time during the first 
full lock down where people behaved differently and the usage of bins altered for that time. 
Now the pandemic restrictions have eased, behavioural patterns seem to have gone back to 
normal and over full bins are not a problem.  
 
The only issues with littering in the parish seems to be with the bins next to the main 
entrances on Stafford Orchard Park during the summer, which were exaggerated over 
lockdown. This issue in part was due to the nature of the litter, some of which does not easily 
fit into the bin opening, pizza boxes or multi pack beer boxes for example. Stafford Orchard 
has 14 bins strategically located around a fairly small area, the issue is not insufficient bin 
provision, rather educating users to use the bins in the first place, and if one is full, use the 
next one along. This notion can be reinforced by the acknowledgement that there are no 
Parish Council owned bins on Fenny Copse, and also no litter problem.  
 
Proposal  

That council consider running a campaign to encourage the use of litter bins if any litter 

issues occur on Parish owned grounds again in the future. It might be wise to move one of 

the lesser used bins in Stafford Orchard next to the bins at the entrances which get most 

usage, it will be obvious if this is necessary when the weather improves and people use the 

park more again.   

Timescale 

Record litter complaints over summer 2022 in order to assess whether the issues which 
occurred during the lockdown were one offs or if they re-occur and respond accordingly.  

Recommendations 
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1. QPC liaise with local food outlets and convenience stores to try and encourage the 
use of packaging which is a. recyclable and b. as minimal as possible in order for it to 
fit into the bins provided.  

2. QPC consider running a campaign to encourage better bin usage if the problem re-
occurs 

Financial Implications 

None 

Risk Assessment  

The decisions made back in March 2021 appear to have been made during a very unsettled 
time and do not necessarily require to be actioned – This might look disjointed to the public. 


